Added subunit beta of CF1 as well as gamma/delta/epsilon restore photophosphorylation in partially CF1-depleted thylakoids.
We investigated the ability of subunits beta, gamma, delta, and epsilon of CF1, the F1-ATPase of chloroplasts, to interact with exposed CF0 in EDTA-treated, partially CF1-depleted thylakoid membranes. We measured the ability of subunits beta, gamma, delta, and epsilon to stimulate the rate of photophosphorylation under continuous light and, for subunit beta, also the ability to diminish the proton leakage through exposed CF0 by deceleration of the decay of electrochromic absorption transients under flashing light. The greatest effect was caused by subunit beta, followed by gamma/delta/epsilon. Pairwise combinations of gamma, delta, and epsilon or each of these subunits alone were only marginally effective. Subunit gamma from the thermophilic bacterium PS 3 in combination with chloroplast delta and epsilon was as effective as chloroplast gamma. The finding that the small CF1 subunits in concert and the beta subunit by itself specifically interacted with the exposed proton channel CF0, qualifies the previous concept of subunit delta acting particularly as a plug to the open CF0 channel. The interactions between the channel and the catalytic portion of the enzyme seem to involve most of the small, and at least beta of the large subunits.